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It has been the Union Avenue
address of the Memphis free press
since 1933. Home of one daily
newspaper for 86 years and two for
43 years. Storied site of industry,
commerce and employment for
generations of ink-stained men,
women and machines. Over the
decades, 495 withstood the rise
of radio and television, cable and
satellite, the internet and the iPhone, Google and Facebook, but not
without cost or change. It lost the
Memphis Press-Scimitar, the city’s
afternoon paper, when publication
was suspended in 1983. Its massive
printing presses, installed as stateof-the-art in 1975, were stilled in
2016. Its employment, once about
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Former staff of The Commercial Appeal staff join a sendoff in May for
The Commercial Appeal building at 495 Union South Main Street. The
paper has moved to Pembroke Square on South Main Street.
1,500, has dropped to less than 100.
Now The Commercial Appeal,
the city’s oldest and only daily

newspaper, is moving back Downtown, where it was produced at
various locations from 1841 until it

TPA MEMBER COVERAGE SHOWCASE I: Knoxville News Sentinel

Center for English, church partner for Knox refugees
KRISTI L. NELSON
Knoxville News Sentinel
April 18, 2019

Page 12

left the corner of Second and Court
in 1933. The new address of “Old
Reliable” will be 119 S. Main – less
than a mile away but generations
removed from 495 Union.
History was made and reported
there. Local history from Boss
Crump to King Willie. Mid-South
history from the Delta to the
Bootheel. U.S. history from the
Great Depression to the Great Recession and from Dec. 7 to Sept. 11.
Journalists chronicled the rise

DAVID WATERS
Memphis Commercial Appeal

Onesphore Niyongabo’s apartment isn’t in the safest part of town.
His two jobs, factory work at a
plastics manufacturing plant and
a car-parts plant, isn’t the career
in biochemistry he envisioned
when he was a younger student
in the West African country of
Burundi.
But Niyongabo gets paid for the
work he does. He drives a car. He
and his wife are raising their four
children not in a refugee camp,
with its food rations and restrictions on leaving and lack of shelter.
Not in Niyongabo’s home country,
with its dual threats of violence
and indescribable poverty.
Niyongabo, 41, will have a house
for his family. He will continue his
delayed higher education, and make

English ‘critical to
success’
Niyongabo fled Burundi on Nov. 28, 1996, the
day violence erupted in
his town; some classmates and his own
father were among those
killed. It had been three
Photo by Calvin Mattheis, Knoxville News Sentinel years since Burundi had
again erupted into civil
Onesphore Niyongabo, a Burundian refuwar – the country had
gee from Tanzania, at the Center for English
seen turmoil off and on
inside West Lonsdale Baptist Church in
since it gained indepenKnoxville.
dence in the early 1960s
sure his children, too, are educated.
– and 400,000 Burundians fled,
He will pursue American citizenmainly to Tanzania.
ship; his family will be a permanent
Niyongabo, then a high-school
part of the country of second chanc- student, went to the Mtablia
es. Since coming to Knoxville two
refugee camp in Tanzania, which
years ago, he’s just at the beginning
housed nearly 40,000 Burundiof a long list of dreams.
But, first: English
See REFUGEES Page 6

See MEMPHIS Page 9

2019 TPA Summer
Convention Schedule,
Chattanooga:
Thursday, July 18
Noon. State Press Contests
Awards Luncheon
2:30 p.m. TPA Board of Directors & Concurrent Business
Meeting
4:00 p.m. Newsroom Session
7:00 p.m. Reception and Installation of Chris Vass as TPA’s
president at the Tennessee
Aquarium
10:00 p.m. Reception ends
Friday, July 19
8:00 a.m. Breakfast with Clay
Bennett, editorial cartoonist
9:00 a.m. until Noon
Advertising Sessions
Circulation Sessions
Newsroom Sessions
Noon. Ad/Circ Ideas Contest
Awards Luncheon
1:30 p.m. TPS Stockholders
Meeting
1:30 p.m. until 3:45 p.m.
Advertising Sessions
Circulation Sessions
2:00 p.m. TPA Foundation
Board of Trustees Meeting
5:00 p.m. Reception
6:00 p.m. Tennessee Newspaper Hall of Fame Induction
Ceremony
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The only thing that is certain is
change. Our lives are filled with
changes and getting older, that’s for
sure. The great man of God, Billy
Graham, always told us the most
shocking thing about life was the
brevity of life, and he lived to be
ninety-nine. Also, as we live on,
we begin to realize that nothing
surprises us anymore.
The changes come slowly at
times, as it did with civil rights
and voting rights, the banning of
smoking in restaurants and public
places, and healthy eating. And
then we see faster and quicker
changes such as LGBTQ rights
and same-sex marriage. And the
pro-life movement has picked up
speed with the election of Donald
Trump and the appointment of
two conservative Supreme Court

YOUR
PRESIDING
REPORTER
DOUG HORNE
judges. The 2020 election will be a
vigorous, expensive and impactful
referendum on the past three to
four years. We will see how it goes.
Other changes we are seeing in
our newspaper industry are moving swiftly now; we all know what
they are - the online and digital
publishing, and along with that
it seems many daily and weekly
papers are being bought and sold.
The chairs on the deck are being
shuffled, and that’s free enterprise

. . . the fittest will survive. That is
the way of the vibrant and competitive economic system we have in
this country. It’s not a time for the
faint-hearted.
Someone asked me recently,
“Why are you still active and working every day at age 74?” I thought
for a while and the answer finally
came to me: “I like the action.” And
I hope you do too. So hold on and
brace yourself for the ride. I hope
the infamous, phantom hand of
Adam Smith will be kind to you
and me, and leave us in the game.
God bless you all, and enjoy your
time here, as it is brief.
Doug Horne, owner of Republic
Newspapers, Knoxville, is the President of the Tennessee Press Association for 2018-19.

Goodman promoted to TPS Media Buyer Manager
MIKE TOWLE
Managing Editor
June 20, 2019

Earl Goodman, who in May
celebrated his 12th anniversary
with Tennessee Press Service (TPS),
has been promoted to Media Buyer
Manager, effective May 1.
Goodman had been serving as
TPS’s Senior Media Buyer.
Carol Daniels, TPS Executive
Vice President and Tennessee
Press Association (TPA) Executive
Director, made the announcement
of Goodman’s promotion.
“Since I joined TPS, Earl has consistently demonstrated professionalism, enthusiasm and a real deep
understanding and appreciation of

the industry and
each one of our
member papers,”
Daniels said. “He
is a key member
of the ongoing
success of TPS.”
In assuming
his new role,
Goodman Goodman professed his staunch
belief in the power of print, especially “print done right.”
“The widely publicized claim
‘print is dead’ has hampered sales
efforts everywhere,” Goodman said.
“Time and energy had to be spent
reeducating advertisers that our
industry knows print isn’t dead. TPS
has to lead that effort and remind

advertisers how valuable our service
is and the benefits we bring to the
advertising process.”
Goodman, who got his start in
newspapers in 1985 with The LaFollette Press right out of high school,
said the TPS Advertising Assistant’s
role will be expanded.
“That position will transition to
more of a media-buyer role as well,
with more media buyer positions to
be added,” said Goodman, whose
print background also includes
news, production, accounting and
management. “More media buyers
will mean more advertising sales for
our member papers.”
Goodman and his wife Rhonda
are lifelong residents of Campbell
County.

an opportunity to cover the stories
and people of Marshall County in
more depth and in different ways.
“We are now living in a time
when digital media has become
the fastest and most timely avenue
to keep our readers up to date
with breaking news,” said Regional Publisher Shelia Rouse. “It’s a
delicate balance to provide our
audience with printed keepsakes
for scrapbooks, memories, and
tangible editions to pass down for
generations and also give them the
latest technology in digital media.”
The Tribune was to roll out a

new website
design in the
coming months
and make more
use of the web
and social media
to keep Marshall County
informed.
Rouse
“The Tribune
is an integral
part of the community, and we
want everyone involved and participating by sharing their stories,

INDUSTRY NEWS
Tribune changes to print
edition on Thursdays
The Marshall County Tribune
opened a new chapter in its 120year history on May 30 when it
began publishing once per week
on Thursdays instead of what
had been Wednesday and Friday
editions.
Readers will still receive the
same coverage of local news,
sports, and people that they’ve
come to expect, simply in one
package instead of two.
If anything, the change offers

See NEWS Page 5
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Advertisers increasingly looking for business ‘partners’
I’m not sure when you are
reading this, but if it’s before
the Summer Convention, I hope
you are planning to have a good,
productive time. If it’s afterward,
I trust you did indeed have a
good time or, better yet, a great
one? Chattanooga is a beautiful
city; great speakers were lined up
months ago, and the aquarium
reception that the Times Free
Press was to host is/was set to be
a lovely, memorable one. Plus, I
cannot imagine a more wonderful
way to finish a convention than
inducting three new members into
our Tennessee Newspaper Hall of
Fame.
Last month, at the Second Street
Summit in St. Louis, I heard Gordon Borrell talk about trends in
how advertisers are spending their
budgets, and there were certainly
some “Holy Cow” moments in his
presentation.
I think that, by now, you know
how much I love research and
the data that comes from it, and
Gordon delivered a lot of both to
his audience.
One of the most satisfying
things I get to do in my position as
Executive Director of the Tennessee Press Association is share

FROM THE
EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
CAROL DANIELS
information about our members.
It is so satisfying to tell prospective advertisers and businesses
that we have 129 members across
Tennessee and that that number is
growing each year.
I was shocked when Gordon
said that urban markets in the U.S.
have as many as 126 local media
businesses – including daily
newspapers, weekly newspapers,
printed directory books, AM and
FM radio stations, television stations and cable stations. Smaller
markets, too, have multiple media
outlets, even if they have but ONE
newspaper.
The competition is fierce for
media companies to get local businesses’ advertising and marketing
budgets!
It was not shocking to hear
Gordon say that more than 80
percent of ad buyers plan to main-

tain or increase their social media
spending. The biggest challenge,
they say, is who they should use in
spending that social media budget
most effectively.
But, he said, most businesses
know they should be spending on
both traditional and new media,
yet they are unsure of how exactly
to spend it. He added that 90
percent of advertisers spend their
budgets in both new and traditional media.
With all the talk about digital and social media, one very
interesting finding in Gordon’s
research was that advertisers rated
the effectiveness of traditional media and new media the SAME.
Given those findings, we should
not be surprised to learn that,
because there is such a wide
variety of what to buy, advertisers
are buying an average of 8 types
of media, up from 5.5 just a few
years ago.
But while they are increasing the
kinds of media they buy, they are
decreasing who they are buying
from! The number of companies
they are buying from has decreased from 5 to 3.5. What that
tells us is that advertisers are, on
average, spending on a greater vari-

ety of media with each of the fewer
business they are partnering with.
Local businesses are looking
for “partners” who will help them
grow, that understand their goals
and can help with deliverables,
and they are not looking for “just”
a sales person more interested in
selling them a product than in
what their business needs. Local
businesses say they expect a sales
person to come in with knowledge
of their industry and ideas on who
they need to market to, how to
market to them, and how to track
leads that are generated.
It was an eye-opening presentation that signaled both challenges
and opportunities for our members.
The biggest takeaway, for me,
again, was that the number of
companies that businesses are
spending their marketing budgets
with is decreasing, and that they
are focused on finding the partners that can offer a more comprehensive and effective solution.
Happy Selling!
Carol
Carol Daniels is the executive
director of the Tennessee Press
Association.

Lakeway files for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection
SUBMITTED
The Citizen-Tribune, Morristown
June 3, 2019

The importance of community
newspapers in the United States
remains critical because of the
unique role they play in their
communities.
Lakeway Publishers, Inc. President R. Jack Fishman said that
newspapers have an obligation to
keep readers informed on matters
that affect their lives and the cities
and towns they cover. In addition,
he said, Lakeway’s employees
are vital in obtaining, producing
and delivering the information,
news and advertising in print and
digitally that is necessary to any
thriving community.
As such, Fishman has announced the company is voluntarily restructuring and has filed
for Chapter 11 protections.
“We greatly value our relationship with our readers, employees
and customers. We are committed
to maintaining this trust as we

have filed to restructure and improve our internal systems, both
in print and online,” Fishman
said. “It is a challenge for small
companies to adapt to changing
market trends and our leadership
has decided to tap into a legal
safeguard to protect the company
as we make these transitions. All
publications and online platforms
will continue to serve their communities. Restructuring has been
of benefit to many companies and
allowed them to improve and meet
changing market trends.”
Lakeway Publishers was founded on the idea of providing the
critical information for a community to thrive while enlightening
its readers. And while the times
have changed and the company is
adapting, the mission remains the
same, Fishman said.
“Newspapers, like many industries, must continue to react to
new challenges in an ever-changing economic climate,” Fishman
said, “but they still, first and fore-

TPA file photo

R. Jack Fishman, Lakeway Publishers president, speaks at a
board meeting during a recent
TPA convention.
most, must serve their community.
Lakeway Publishers, Inc. is
composed of mostly smaller newspapers and websites in smaller
communities in Tennessee, Mis-

souri and Virginia.
“In our democracy, it is of vital
importance that our citizens
remain informed and we feel this
process will ensure our communities, readers, vendors and employees an operation with renewed
commitment and better flexibility,” he said.
Today newspapers are published
on many platforms and the industry is going through an unprecedented transformation However,
Fishman said, even in this time of
great transition, the work of Lakeway Publishers’ journalists is read
by more people, reaching a wider
audience, than ever before.
“We are confident we will
continue to be able to provide the
very best local news of people,
government, business, schools,
sports and those things affecting
our daily lives and, at the same
time, remain a viable company
with employees committed to our
long history of supporting our
local communities,” Fishman said.

FOR YOUR CALENDAR
JULY
18-19: Tennessee Press
Association Summer
Convention, The Read House
Hotel, Chattanooga
19: TPA Advertising/Circulation
Conference, Chattanooga
19: TN Newspaper Hall of Fame
Induction, Chattanooga
July 31-Aug. 3: Asian American Journalism Association
National Convention, Loews
Atlanta Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.

AUGUST
7-10: Association for Education in Journalism and Mass
Communication Annual
Conference, Sheraton Centre
Toronto, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada
7-11: National Association of
Black Journalists Annual
Conference and Career Fair,
JW Marriott Miami Turnberry
Resort & Spa, 19999 West
Country Club Drive, Aventura,
Fla.

SEPTEMBER
9-10: ASNE-APME News Leadership Conference, New Orleans
Marriott, New Orleans, La.
29-Oct. 1 Association for
Women in Communications,
Embassy Suites, Charles, Mo.

OCTOBER
3-5: 2019 National Newspaper
Association’s 133rd AnnualConvention and Trade Show.
The Pfister Hotel, Milwaukee,
Wisc.
6-8: Southern Newspaper
Publishers Association (SNPA)
- Inland Annual Meeting, J.W.
Marriott Chicago, Chicago., Ill.

NOVEMBER
Oct. 31 - Nov. 3: College Media
Association Fall National College Media Convention 2019,
in conjunction with Associated Collegiate Press, Grand
Hyatt Washington, Washington, D.C.

APRIL 2020
17-18: Journalism Education
Association National Convention, Gaylord Opryland,
Nashville
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A little more, a little less for sales meetings
Kristen told me how she handles one of the biggest challenges
of managing her newspaper’s sales
department. “Sales meetings – like
a lot of other things – fall into
predictable patterns,” she said.
“The boss talks, the staff members
listen, and more often than not,
it’s just a transference of information. No one feels motivated
to do anything different after the
meeting is over.
“I learned a technique a few
years ago that gets everyone
involved. First, I introduce a topic
that calls for specific solutions,
then the group answers a set of
questions to generate ideas. My role
is to be a facilitator and let them do
most of the talking. Usually, everyone arrives at the right solutions,

but since the ideas are theirs, not
mine, there’s more buy-in.”
Although there are a lot of meeting formats, this has become one of
Kristen’s favorites. Let’s take a look
at how it works:
Step 1: “First, I introduce a
topic,” she explained. “It could be
something like, ‘Increase digital
sales in the holiday season by
10 percent over last year.’ That
gives us a specific focus, which is

better than a vague statement like,
‘Increase sales’ or ‘Provide better
customer service.’ It allows us to
concentrate our attention on that
one thing, without running down
rabbit trails. My job is to state the
topic as clearly as possible and
make sure everyone stays on track.
I write the topic in big letters on
a flip chart, tear off the sheet and
post it on the wall.”
Step 2: “After we agree on the
statement of the topic – which is
usually a problem that needs to be
solved or a goal that needs to be
reached – I write DO MORE on the
next sheet of the flip chart and we
list things we need to do more of,
in order to make progress.
“We list all the ideas and check
the ones that are most workable.

That leads to a discussion of what
is involved in implementing each
one. Through it all, the group does
most of the talking.”
Step 3: “Talking about ‘more’
isn’t enough. There are always
some activities we can cut, so I
write DO LESS on the flip chart,
and we follow the same procedure.
Sometimes subtraction is just as
important as addition.”
Step 4: “With all the talk about
more and less, we don’t want to
lose track of the things that don’t
need to be changed. The next sheet
is labeled KEEP DOING, so we can
examine – and evaluate the value
of – activities that are doing what
they are supposed to do.”
Step 5: “After we go through this
process, an action plan becomes

obvious. That’s the last sheet.
When the meeting is over, we look
around the room and see the entire
process posted on the wall, ending
with a to-do list that we developed
as a team. That’s a lot better than
having everyone sit around the
conference table listening to a
lecture.”

it and stay a little longer.’ It’s now
been 43 years,” Sandlin said. “That
publisher (Shelton Prince) taught
me so much about the newspaper
business. I stayed in that position
for about 10 years.”
A new publisher said he didn’t
need a secretary, but a salesperson
did and sent Sandlin to the advertising department as the only woman
in the mid-1980s. “One of the guys
in advertising said, ‘I’m so glad
you’re moving back here; we’ll have
someone to answer the phone,’” she
recalled. Five years later, Sandlin
was named ad director at the Daily
Mountain Eagle and led its staff in
ad sales every year while pitching
in at several positions, including
writing obituaries and the occasional news story when needed, as well

as doing payroll
and classified ads.
Sandlin won
many first-place
advertising
awards through
the Alabama and
Tennessee press
associations and
Sandlin also was integral
in starting The
Daily Times’ annual Athena Leadership Awards, a national program
named for the goddess of Greek
mythology, who was known for
her strength, courage, wisdom and
enlightenment. The Daily Times
has hosted the ATHENA awards for
seven years and bestowed the honor upon several of the community’s
outstanding women.

Sandlin also helped create and
launch Horizon magazine, The
Daily Times’ lifestyle publication.
“Working with Evelyn for the past
eight years and counting has been
a pleasure,” said Carl Esposito,
publisher of The Daily Times and
president of Adams Publishing
Group’s Tennessee/North Carolina/
Virginia region. “From the very
beginning, she introduced me to
many community leaders, pointed me in the direction of how we
could improve our products and
community relations, and provided
great leadership to our sales organization and beyond. Suffice to say,
she’s a gem who will be missed by
colleagues and customers alike for
a long time to come.”
Esposito’s sentiments were

echoed by Gregg Jones, executive
vice president of Adams Publishing
Group, the parent company of The
Daily Times, and CEO of Jones Media Inc., former owner of The Daily
Times. “Evelyn’s professionalism
and her contributions to the paper
and the community have been
significant and enduring. It has
been a privilege to work with her,
and I join a throng of others who
wish her the very best in her next
chapter,” Jones said.
Sandlin said that after she fell in
love with the newspaper business,
it allowed her to meet governors
and celebrities, including Emmylou
Harris. She went to high school and
befriended Dolly Parton. She also

at the submarine
fleet at Pearl
Harbor.
In 1950 he
graduated from
Tennessee Tech
where he was
editor-in chief of
the top-ranked
Dietz college newspaper and began
his career as a journalist at The
Nashville Tennessean as a cub
reporter, later focusing on politics,
Metro government and education.
He covered and supported the civil

rights movement, befriending the
leaders of the sit-ins and ignoring death threats. He was named
Education Editor where he was
awarded the Tennessee School Bell
Award and then elevated to City
Editor. He also worked as a national on-camera reporter and producer
for National Educational Television
(NET) and for Newsweek magazine and Reuters News Service. He
was editor of the Tennessee County
Services magazine.
His time as a journalist was in
the legacy days of The Tennessean, working closely with John

Seigenthaler, Wallace Westfeldt,
David Halberstam and many remarkable journalists. He covered
speeches by President John Kennedy and Senator Robert Kennedy
at Vanderbilt, and was the first
journalist to have a nationally
televised interview with Richard
Nixon in 1966, as he returned to
public view from his self-imposed
exile to begin his run for the Presidency. elected officials.
After leaving The Tennessean,
Gene worked as journalist in residence at George Peabody College
where he convinced the publicity

shy John T. Scopes to return to
the classroom for the first time
since his trial in Dayton, Tennessee, to mark Tennessee’s repeal
of the infamous “Monkey Law.”
Next, he served as state director
of the Tennessee Public Television network. After working a
year in Washington D.C. as special advisor at the federal SBA, he
finished his work career in Nashville as communications director
for the Metropolitan Nashville
Board of Education.
The Tennessean, Nashville
May 22, 2019

AD-LIBS®
JOHN FOUST

(c) Copyright 2019 by John Foust.
All rights reserved.
John Foust has conducted
training programs for thousands of
newspaper advertising professionals.
Many ad departments are using his
training videos to save time and get
quick results from in-house training. E-mail for information: john@
johnfoust.com

TRACKS
Sandlin retires from
The Daily Times
Evelyn Connatser Sandlin, the
longtime and award-winning advertising director for The Daily Times,
Maryville, and one of the first people to learn her beloved Bear Bryant
had died, was set to retire July 1
after 20 years in Maryville.
Born Jeanne Evelyn Connatser,
Evelyn, grew up in Sevierville and
in the mid-1970s moved to Jasper,
Ala., where she spent 10 years as
secretary to the publisher at the
Daily Mountain Eagle newspaper.
“The publisher called and said,
‘I need a temporary secretary.’ I
said I wasn’t looking for a job. He
said it’s only temporary. After two
weeks, he said, ‘I thought you’d like

See TRACKS Page 5

OBITUARIES
Cecil Eugene “Gene” Dietz
Cecil Eugene “Gene” Dietz died
peacefully at home May 16. He is
now reunited in heaven with his
true love and wife of 71 years, Emogene Rockwell Dietz, who passed
away in October 2017.
He was born in Cookeville,
Tenn., to the late Harry Denny and
Emma Jane Bilbrey Dietz.
Eugene Dietz lived a long and full
life dedicated to his family, his work
and the arts. Upon turning 18, he
volunteered for the U.S. Navy and
was stationed at Mare Island, then
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photos of kids, animals, friends,
and loved ones,” said Rouse.
A once-a-week schedule will
allow more space to cover the important milestones in our reader’s
lives such as birthdays, births,
weddings, and engagements.
Current subscribers have
already had their subscriptions
extended so that they will still receive the same number of editions
of the Tribune that they signed
up for.
For example, a new one-year
subscription will have an additional year added to account for the
difference in one paper per week
instead of two.
Improvements are coming to the
other Tribune publication as well.
The Shopper will be published
on Tuesdays and will feature more
of what readers are looking for
over a wider area, thanks to our
partnership with the Shelbyville
Times-Gazette.
The Tribune is also exploring
other avenues to involve their
readership.
One addition will be to have
readers take photos while on vacation with a print edition of the Tribune. Submitted photos will run
in the paper and each submission
will receive a one month subscription to the Tribune.
Another idea successful at other
papers is a text alert system where
those who sign up can receive
texts of their choosing through
the day, whether they be morning
weather forecasts, scores, breaking news, or event notices.
“I’m excited by the change. I
think it will enable us to better
serve the county,” said Associate
Editor Scott Pearson. “Most communities our size are served by
weekly newspapers.”
“We appreciate our readers and
advertisers for their continued
support as we transition to meet
the needs of everyone in our community,” said Rouse.
Marshall County Tribune,
Lewisburg
May 13, 2019

Herald Chronicle is now
weekly
The Herald Chronicle, Winchester, recently made one of the
most significant steps it has ever
taken in its 169-year history —
moving to a weekly publication
schedule.
Under Publisher Jack Owens, the

change became
effective with the
Thursday, April 4
publication.
Owens explained that the
move means the
paper is available to rack and
Owens dealer locations
by mid-afternoon
Wednesdays, and subscribers
will receive papers in the mail on
Thursdays.
“We’re excited about the change
and believe our readers and the
community will embrace it as
well,” he said. “On the surface,
some may see this as a downsize of
sorts, but, actually, the move is to
strengthen our product and adapt
to a changing marketplace.”
Owens said the objective is
to eliminate time-consuming
processes, deadlines and excessive
distribution tasks and focus the
newspaper’s energy on developing
better content.
“I believe our readers appreciate
what we already do as it relates to
the taxpayers’ interest and holding
those who represent us accountable,” he said. “However, at the
same time, the feedback we’ve
received reflects a desire for more
local human interest stories . . .
and this we will deliver beginning
with the first issue on April 4.”
Owens said the Herald Chronicle
will place a strong emphasis on
content coming from the grassroots
level with selected local contributing writers showcasing the great
depths a diversified Franklin County has to offer.
“Additional content will come
from those within the community
who would welcome a platform to
make an informative and positive
impact on Franklin County, and we
will begin reaching out to the public in the coming weeks,” he said.
Although the Herald Chronicle
has now gone from 104 publications on a semiweekly schedule
to 52 weekly publications, readers
will be getting more with their new
subscriptions, Owens said.
“I want our readers to understand they’re not losing content,”
he said. “They will be getting more
of it in a larger weekly publication.”
Although the change affects the
publication schedule, Owens said
the Herald Chronicle is a constant,
24-hour, seven-days-a-week news
source with its www.heraldchronicle.com website and its postings on
Facebook and other social media

platforms.
“The stories we have are available at any time,” he said. “The
news is constantly fresh, and it’s
available every day.”
Current subscribers have access
to real-time local content that will
link them to the newspaper’s website through Facebook, or access
the website directly at www.heraldchronicle.com. However, they must
sign up for the service.
In addition, all subscribers will
have access to the Herald Chronicle’s electronic edition if they
prefer reading online and want to
view the content before the print
edition arrives in the mail.
Electronic editions will be available by 9 a.m. on Thursdays.
Owens said that although
subscribers will be receiving
fewer editions, those with current
regular subscriptions will see their
annual rates lowered to reflect the
fewer number of issues received.
He added that subscriptions will
be extended to amortize the rate
differences.
Herald Chronicle, Winchester
March 19, 2019

Paxton Media Group
purchases Lebanon
Democrat
Paxton Media Group announced
Friday, May 31, it had purchased
the Lebanon Democrat along with
weekly newspapers in Mt. Juliet
and Hartsville.
Paxton Media is a family-owned
company headquartered in Paducah, Ky. The company publishes
daily and weekly newspapers in
more than 50 communities in the
Midwest and South, including
nearby papers in Portland and
Lafayette.
“This business combination provides the financial security needed
to assure the Lebanon Democrat,
the Mt. Juliet News and the Hartsville Vidette will continue to serve
their communities long into the
future,” said David Paxton, president and chief executive officer of
Paxton Media Group.
The sale was jointly announced
to the newspaper staff by Doug
Phares, president of Sandusky
Newspaper Group, and Mike Weafer, publisher of Paxton’s Messenger-Inquirer in Owensboro, Ky.
“I am excited to have the Lebanon Democrat, the Mt. Juliet News
and the Hartsville Vidette in my
group,” Weafer said. “The strong
foundation they have built in their

communities
has made them
a natural fit for
PMG. Being the
primary source
of news, a strong
partner with
our advertisers
and the local
Alexieff business community, a watchdog
when needed, and a bright light to
shine upon all that is good in our
communities are things we strive
for every day. These papers have
established a strong foundation
for doing just that, and building
upon that foundation will be our
priority.”
Toward that end, Weafer named
Mike Alexieff, a veteran journalist
with 35 years of experience, editor
and publisher of the Democrat and
the associated weeklies. He comes
to Lebanon from Madisonville, Ky.,
where he was editor.
Rachel King will be advertising
director. She most recently was
classified advertising manager for
the Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer.
Paxton has acquired Lebanon
Publishing’s websites and digital
operations and the newspaper’s
office building.
“Selling the paper was a difficult

decision for me and my family,”
said David Rau, CEO of Sandusky
Newspapers Inc. “Ultimately,
we decided that the tremendous
changes in the media business over
the past generation required much
more scale than we could give it.
The community and our audience
could be better served by a larger
company with more resources.
“We were fortunate to be able
to turn the papers over to another
family company with a proven legacy and reputation for coverage of
local news. I believe Paxton will be
good stewards over the long term.”
Paxton also acquired from Sandusky The Grand Haven Tribune in
Grand Haven, Mich. Rau said the
sale of the Grand Haven and Lebanon operations leaves Sandusky
with two newspapers in the Ohio
group, two daily newspapers and
three weeklies in its Northeastern
Tennessee group, and interests in
a variety of digital operations. He
added the company is exploring
strategic options in connection
with a possible sale of the Ohio
group. “Our newspapers and digital
operations in Northeastern Tennessee are our largest, and they are
not for sale.” Rau said.
The Lebanon Democrat
June 2, 2019

TRACKS

“Bear Bryant has died.”
Sandlin came to Maryville on
July 1, 1999, to be marketing director at The Daily Times and was promoted to ad director two years later
when incumbent Raymond Tuck
passed away. She has served on the
boards of United Way, the Pellissippi State Foundation and many of
the community’s nonprofits.
“When I first came up here I said
I don’t know if I’m going to like
this. Then I fell in love with this
place after I met (community leader) Joy Bishop. Now I call it home,”
Sandlin said.
The Daily Times, Maryville
June 9, 2019

from Page 4

got to meet newspaper executive
Carmage Walls, for whom the
Southern Newspaper Publishers Association names its highest award
for commentary.
Among the governors she met
was the controversial segregationist
George Wallace, who ran unsuccessfully for the presidency. “I liked
to talk to him because we would
get into arguments,” Sandlin said.
When the Alabama newspaper
owner’s son called from his job at
Druid City Hospital in Tuscaloosa,
he asked Sandlin if the presses had
started. “If so, stop it,” he urged her.

Tennessee Press Service
Advertising Placement
Snapshot
May 2019
Year* as of May 31

ROP:
$241,635
$787,825

Networks:
$6,226
$99,209

* The TPS Fiscal Year runs Dec. 1 through Nov. 30
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ans at its peak. There, with some
difficulty, he survived, finished his
high school diploma in 2001, met
his wife, started a family. When
Mtablia closed in 2015, Niyongabo
still didn’t feel safe returning to Burundi. Instead, he took his family
to another refugee camp in Tanzania, Nyarugusu, with 150,000
refugees, and it was while living
there that they were able to come
to the United States as refugees.
“The camp is like a prison,”
Niyongabo said. “You have no
freedom.” He wanted more for his
family — for himself.
Niyongabo studied “English” in
the refugee camps, but what he
knew bore little resemblance to
the language of his new home in
Knoxville.
That’s when he came to the nonprofit, grassroots Center for English
and Assimilation.
Niyongabo was a late arrival to
Knoxville for a Burundian; most
Burundians living in Knoxville
arrived in 2007-2008, said Sandra

Photo by Calvin Mattheis, Knoxville News Sentinel

Volunteer Debbie Raser helps sort free food at the Center for English
inside West Lonsdale Baptist Church in Knoxville.
Fugate, executive director of the
Center for English. Tennessee as a
whole received only 10 Burundian
refugees in all of fiscal year 2018;
two have come so far this fiscal
year.
But Burundians in Knoxville
now number around 1,000 and

have their own communities, their
own church. It was with Burundians that Fugate, then a University
of Tennessee employee and English
as a Second Language coordinator
for the state, began what became
the Center for English in 2009.
The Burundian students strug-

gled so much with learning the
new language, she said, “I wanted to see if adding supplemental
classes would help. … English is so
critical to their success.”
In the process, Fugate founded a
volunteer-run, grassroots nonprofit
to teach English, citizenship and
cultural and daily life skills to anyone new to the country. The center
grew and moved from Montgomery
Village in South Knoxville to the
Lonsdale community, where it was
housed in a small and somewhat
dilapidated Burundian Pentecostal
church.
There, all nationalities and
religions were welcomed, and there
was a lot of variety, with refugees
from various African, Asian and
European countries. Fugate assembled volunteers — many of whom
also had full-time jobs — to teach
the immigrants and run a nursery
for their children during classes on
Monday and Wednesday mornings.
Volunteer Mary Neitling, also a
former ESL instructor at the University of Tennessee, runs Saturday
classes at the center.
Fugate and volunteer teacher

Deni Kidd, now chair of the board,
brought refugees clothes, furniture,
household items. They taught them
to write resumes and checks, to
make sandwiches and catch the
bus. They visited their homes and
taught them how to turn on the
running water and use the appliances. They provided a “safe space”
that lessened the isolation common
in this country where people value
their privacy — a concept foreign to
many refugees used living on top
of one another in camps and small
communities.
But learning the language
was paramount, especially since
refugees are required to become
self-sufficient within three months,
and to reimburse the government
for their travel from their native
country. To do that, they need
employment, and to get a job — an
entry-level job, not necessarily in
the profession they’re trained —
they need to know English.
“Our primary goal is to teach
them English so that they can have
a better life,” Fugate said. “We do
See REFUGEES Page 7

A whole lot of things designers don’t want to hear
As of June 1, I’ve spent 30 years
as a newspaper consultant. That’s a
long time. I’ll be retiring at the end
of this year . . . perhaps sooner.
It’s time for me to turn my
attention more toward Julia and
my family . . . and the pursuits that
bring me joy.
Over for the next few months, I’m
offering some of my best columns
from the past few years. This one
focuses on things designers hear that
drive them nuts.
It happens all the time at newspapers: Things we don’t want to hear:
“We just lost the Hamilton
account.”
“Now Adobe wants us to pay a
monthly subscription price for the
software.”
“Bob just fell off a step on the
press and broke his ankle. We’re
gonna hafta report it.”
“Geez . . . another computer
meltdown?”
It’s just what happens.
Another thing that happens - in
newsrooms large and small and
all across the globe - is poor design
thinking on the part of those who
don’t understand design.

BY
DESIGN
ED HENNINGER
File the following under TDDWH: Things Designers Don’t
Want to Hear. And if you’ve said
some of these things yourself, maybe you should wash your mouth
out with soap. OK . . . virtual soap.

Here are Things Designers
Don’t Want to Hear:
“What can we do to jazz it up?”
“What do you mean we need
a photo? Why would we need a
photo?
“What do you mean we need a
chart? Who’s got the time to create
a chart? It’s just a budget story.”
“What do you mean we need a
map? It’s just a detour.”
“Of course we’ve been working
on this story for three months! But
why would you need to know that?
You’ve got all night to scramble

some art together.”
“I am so tired of hearing that you
need a faster computer. None of the
writers need a faster computer . .
why should you?”
“How about using magenta on
the headline on that breast cancer
story?”
“We’re in the business of writing.”
“Of course, you can design it
however you want . . . but just
remember you can’t trim the story.”
“What do you mean we need a
visual to go with the jump? The
jump is only 20 inches.”
“Do you really mean you would
cut that story to get in a pull
quote?”
“I know readers don’t like long
stories, but this one is only 32 inches, and it’s a great read.”
“Why do you want our reporters
to think about photos? They’re not
photographers. They’re writers.”
“We have color on that page . . .
can we run the headline in color?”
“It’s a story about the environment. Can we run a green color
block behind it?”
Had enough? There are more .
. . lots more. But you get the idea.

Illustration by Ed Henninger

One of many things designers don’t want to hear.
If you’ve ever said anything like
this - or even thought it - perhaps
you should search for that virtual
bar of soap.

ED HENNINGER, director of Henninger Consulting. E-mail: edh@
henningerconsulting.com. Phone:
803-325-5252.
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everything we can to keep them
motivated and coming.”
In the center’s first few years,
Fugate might have 35 students from
various countries at once, but coordinating classes, finding volunteers
and filling needs was still time-consuming. In 2015, Fugate retired
from UT to run the center full-time;
the same year, it installed a board
and became a 501(c)3 nonprofit.
And it was about that time that
Bridge Refugee Services, the agency
responsible for resettling refugees
sent to Knoxville, stopped receiving funding for English classes.
Seemingly overnight, the Center
for English’s enrollment ballooned,
with a couple hundred students
taking multiple classes in the small
sanctuary at the same time.
“We were teaching over each
other,” Kidd said.
But the Center for English is solely funded by individual donors, so a
move to a larger space wasn’t really
an option — until one day when
Jeff Johnson visited the classes.

‘Opportunities’ for small
church
Johnson is the worship pastor for
West Lonsdale Baptist Church, and
his wife, a native of South Korea,
had been attending Center for
English classes. She brought him to
see the crowded conditions and the
center’s life-changing work.
Johnson took that visual back
to teaching pastor Todd Halliburton with a suggestion: Classrooms on the second floor of the
13,000-square-foot West Lonsdale
Baptist weren’t being used during
the week. Why not offer the space
to the Center for English?
“We have this great facility, but if
the church uses it only for Sunday
School, then it’s only used six to
eight hours a week,” said Halliburton, who notes the church already
houses a weekday day-care center,
a Spanish-speaking church that
doesn’t yet have its own building,
and a food pantry, along with various community activities. “We try
to use it in a lot of different ways, so
that the church is open all the time,
and the community has access.”
But housing the Center for English had an even deeper meaning
for the church, which had long had
a mission partnership with a refugee-centered New York church.
“Much of what we do there, we
saw reflected in (the Center for English’s) mission here,” Halliburton

said. “We had made a commitment
that we wouldn’t go there and do
anything that we weren’t willing
to do here. And it was a completely
different experience up there — until we realized the same experience
was going on here, and we were
just ignorant of it at the time.”
In January 2017, the Center for
English moved into West Lonsdale
Baptist, which gave it permanent
office and storage space. It uses
Sunday School classrooms for classes and nursery space three days a
week, then packs up before each
Sunday morning.
Before long, a women’s mission
group at the church took over a
clothing pantry for the refugees and
began packing “welcome boxes”
with linens, kitchenware and other
items. Refugees began using the
church’s food pantry, and also
benefited from its partnership with
the Dream Center, which brings a
panel truck of “rescued” food every
Monday and allows community
members to “shop.”
And the church is donating a
long-vacant house it owned next
door for a weekly free health clinic
for uninsured people. Dr. David
Rankin had run such a clinic
semi-regularly for the Center for
English but dreamed of a permanent location and a regular
schedule. With grants in place and
renovation under way, Halliburton
said, the clinic should be open by
next month.
“We’d been wondering what to
do with this house for years,” he
said. “God has just brought us one
opportunity after another.”
West Lonsdale Baptist Church
was founded in 1922, but the current building dates from the 1950s,
with additions in the 1970s and
2001. The latter addition, to provide community space, has some
$450,000 left on a 15-year mortgage
— quite a capital commitment for
a church with around 110 regular
Sunday members.
Church membership is predominantly white and skews older, with
fewer new younger members coming in than Halliburton would like.
Yet he’s not tempted to put strings
on the church’s service to refugees
and other community members.
He lets them know they’ll be
welcomed with open arms at
the church and all its functions
but understands if they want to
worship in a church with their own
language and traditions — “I don’t
think people realize how many
multicultural churches there are in
Knoxville,” he said — or practice a

Photo by Calvin Mattheis, Knoxville News Sentinel

Deni Kidd holds a three-year-old refugee girl from Congo at the Center
for English inside West Lonsdale Baptist Church in Knoxville on April
15. Run by a handful of unpaid volunteers with no grant funding and a
budget patched together by community goodwill donations, the center
serves over 200 refugees to teach them English and American customs
inside a space provided to them by the church.
religion other than Christianity.
And he says the church doesn’t
use its small size “as an excuse to
say we shouldn’t do anything. … I
get that question a lot: ‘How does a
little church like yours do all you’re
doing?’ Well, we don’t. We partner
with people who know how to get
it done, and we provide what we
have that they don’t.”
Though immigration can be a
contentious topic, Halliburton said
his congregation has only been
positive about the opportunities to
help refugees.
“This area doesn’t have the
greatest reputation, but there are
beautiful people who live in this
community who are just fantastic”
and ready to serve, he said. “We
simply wanted to be useful to the
Lord, to be a community church,
and He has sent these opportunities
one after the other, these

Volunteers, money
biggest needs
At West Lonsdale Baptist, the
center has grown to offer seven levels of English classes, the last one
focused on conversational English
and preparation for citizenship and
a general equivalency diploma,
for those who want it. More than
30 volunteers teach, work in the
nursery and run the center. More
than 400 refugees are registered as

students.
They come apprehensive, many
bearing the scars of war: machete
slashes on their backs, a tendency
to flinch at the unfamiliar or to
bring everything they own to class
in large bags. Gradually, Kidd said,
they find community, conversation,
laughter.
Initially, their needs were everything. Now, with the church’s
partnership, there’s a pressing need
for volunteers to teach classes,
provide home-tutoring for those
who can’t come to classes, and
work in the nursery with anywhere
from eight to 35 children 4 and
younger. When school ends, even
more volunteers will be needed for
the summer program for school-age
children during classes.
“It’s hard to get people to watch
children who don’t speak English,
or just to watch children in general,” Kidd said.
The biggest need is for money. Money pays for the center’s
expensive liability insurance, for
textbooks that are many students’
prized possessions, for background
checks for volunteers and for gas
for the vans that transport some of
the students. West Lonsdale Baptist
donates the use of two church vans,
another church a second van, and
the center has two, though Kidd
said another one is needed, as most
volunteers also use their own cars

to drive refugees home after class.
The center has little consistent
income, save for devoted community donors. Fugate and Kidd sometimes get honorariums for speaking, and Kidd wrote a book about
the refugees, “In Her Threads,”
that’s sold at local stores, Barnes
and Noble and Amazon. The center
gets all the proceeds. Donations to
Knoxville Area Rescue Ministries’
thrift stores in the name of the
Center for English are supposed to
result in vouchers for refugees to
get what they might need from the
thrift stores.
Kidd would like to find someone
who has the time and knowledge
to help the center apply for grant
money; she herself, though retired
as a therapist, is also caregiver for
her 30-year-old adult daughter, who
is blind and profoundly intellectually disabled.
Teaching and volunteering for
the Center for English is “a big
chunk of time” for volunteers,
Kidd said. Yet through building
relationships with the refugees,
and learning about their countries
or cultures, “they’ve given me far
more than I’ve ever given them.”
To volunteer or donate, call Kidd
at 865-951-5394, or message her or
learn about specific current needs
on the Center for English Facebook
page.
Right now, the bulk of the center’s students are from the Congo,
where Easter is solely a religious
holiday, marked by vigils, worship,
dance and community meals.
Egg hunts and Easter bunnies are
foreign concepts to many of the
students.

Easter Sunday and
a common mission
Still, volunteers have filled Easter
baskets for refugee families with
children, and Kidd has organized
a small egg hunt, in addition to the
community-wide egg hunt West
Lonsdale Baptist has each year.
On Sunday morning, April 21,
West Lonsdale Baptist celebrated
the sacrifice and resurrection of Jesus Christ, the driving force behind
the congregation’s acts of service,
with praise, song and sermon.
Across town, those who use their
church Mondays and Wednesdays
were likely to observe Easter Sunday in different ways.
But they’ll be united, as they are
the rest of the year, in a common
mission: to love, help and enfold
strangers who will become friends.
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If one tip can improve your work, it would be . . . this one!
After a couple decades of trying
to help journalists get better at
the craft, I’ve developed a long
list of tips and tactics to spur
improvement.
And after attending and presenting at a few dozen newspaper
conferences, I have come to learn
that most attendees are left with
one or two useful takeaways that
they can put into practice.
Rather than focus on a particular topic or element of our craft,
this month’s column instead is
simply a brain-dump of quick tips
I’ve learned through experience
or have stolen from other coaches
over the years. If even one of
these tips hits home and leads to
improvement for one journalist,
I’ll be happy. So here we go, in no
particular order.
• Maintain a high standard for
all your work, but occasionally
pour your heart and soul into an
article or project that offers potential for greatness or to provoke
change. Some stories deserve
special treatment.
• In the car, turn off the radio
and put down the cell phone.
Windshield time is thinking time.
• Always seek out the tension,
conflict, drama and excitement
that resides in a topic, and then

BETTER
WRITING
WITH BART
BART PFANKUCH
highlight that.
• In interviews, ask unobvious
questions that might be uncomfortable to the source or yourself.
It’s OK for you both to squirm a
little.
• Be prepared for interviews.
Do some homework before arrival. Know the basics of a topic so
you can go deeper.
• Provide solid context; learn
how an issue fits into the world,
a life, history or a place, then explain that clearly to the reader.
• Meet people where they live,
work and play. Avoid phone interviews if possible.
• Probe for details, emotions,
recollections. Get the source to
paint a picture for you so you can
paint one for readers.
• Become a patient interviewer
and reporter. Give people time to
share important things and open

up to you. Keep office chit-chat
to a minimum to create time for
better interviews.
• Describe in your notes the
five senses and more; record how
people/places/things look, sound,
smell, taste and what they feel
like.
• Watch for and record real-time
movements, actions, interactions.
• Ask people to reflect on
things; get them to reveal their
true feelings by being interested,
probing and listening well.
• In writing, chronology is your
friend. We all live (and read) in
time.
• Strive to teach readers something new. If a story feels rote or
obvious, keep it short or find a
better topic.
• Make quick work of stories
that can and should be short.
Speed through those to create
time for in-depth work.
• If you want to move on and
up, shoot for producing six great
clips a year. Of those, one or two
may make it into an applicant
package.
• Force yourself to think big, to
be ambitious, to dive into heady
topics, to tell stories that someone,
somewhere doesn’t want told.
• Always be high on the

sh!#-togetherness scale. Do what
you say you will do, be on time,
pitch in when needed, be a newsroom asset. The little things do
matter. Have a good attitude.
• Get great quotes, but use
them sparingly. If something can
easily be paraphrased, and meaning is not lost, then paraphrase it.
• Write in an unpretentious,
conversational style but not in a
tone that is loose, lazy or self-indulgent. Please do not overwrite.
• Read your work aloud before
turning it in. If you stumble
while reading, you need to give
the piece more time, energy and
editing.
• Be your own best editor. Your
first draft is never your final draft.
• Develop a reputation for
concise, clean copy. Train your
editors that your material will be
tight and clean, and they’ll leave
it alone.
• Talk to people in the real
world. Get out of the halls of government and talk to people who
aren’t spokesfolk.
• Don’t let sources convince
you to repeat their lies. Fact-check
your way to the truth.
• When thinking lead, think
headline. What do time-stressed
readers need to know the most?

• Always think maps, graphics,
info boxes, timelines, charts, sidebars. Strive to make your work
easy to read and easy to digest.
• Avoid big errors and small
typos, too. Readers can question
anything, they will inevitably
question everything.
• Be a storyteller, not an article
writer. Many stories are best told
in a hard-news, pyramidal fashion, but some call out for a yarn.
• Tell the reader what happened, but also tell them why it
matters, who is affected and how,
and what if anything they can do
about it.
• Seek out opportunities to
stretch your skill set. Try to
write something funny, sad or in
first-person. Branch out.
• It’s good to get excited about
your work; don’t be afraid to
invest some of your soul into your
profession. Be engaged.
• For heaven’s sake, have some
fun. Journalism absolutely cannot
become drudgery or it may be
time to get a teaching degree.
Bart Pfankuch is content director for South Dakota News Watch,
online at sdnewswatch.org. Write
to him at bart.pfankuch@sdnewswatch.org..

Political polarization increases when local newspapers close
The Tennessee Press
Association Foundation
gratefully acknowledges
a contribution
In memory of

Betty
Kennedy
given in fond
remembrance by
Benét & Tim
Theiss

Editor’s note: This column appeared in a recent issue of Virginia’s
Press, a publication of the Virginia
Press Association (VPA) and is reprinted here with VPA’s permission.
It was edited for length. Lineberry is
VPA’s communications manager.
People vote differently when
they don’t have a local newspaper
in their community, according to a
new study published in the Oxford
Journal of Communications.
The reason is because communities that lose a local newspaper
are more likely to have displaced
readers who see politics through
a “nationalized” perspective that
comes from national media outlets
— a perspective that has been
proven to contain greater amounts
of partisanship and contribute directly to the increasing polarization
in American politics — rather than
through a localized perspective of a
paper, according to the study.
“In the event that a local
newspaper closes, people turn to

GUEST
COLUMN
WILLIAM LINEBERRY
national news,” said Joshua Darr,
lead researcher on the study and
mass communications professor at
Louisiana State University. “And
national news is much more likely
to portray partisan conflict and
contain polarizing rhetoric.”
In the study, “Newspaper
Closures Polarize Voting Behavior,” Darr and his two fellow
researchers — Matthew Witt from
Colorado State University and Johanna Dunaway from Texas A&M
University — looked at split-ticket
voting in communities that had lost
a newspaper and compared it to
communities that still have a local

newspaper.
What the team found was that
voters in communities without a
local newspaper were 2-percent
less likely to have split-tickets
in presidential and senatorial
elections — which, Darr said, is a
commonly-accepted measurement
of political polarization.
“People were voting more with
their party and less according to
the attributes of the candidate in
areas that had lost a local newspaper,” Darr said. “By giving people
a local option, local newspapers
can prevent this nationalizing and
polarizing tide that’s been endemic
in American politics for the last
several decades.”
Darr said the amount of political
coverage a local paper provides, or
does not provide, did not seem to affect voting behavior. What did make
an impact, he said, was the paper’s
existence as a viable source of news
for its community members.
It’s largely about addition and

subtraction, Darr said. When a local
paper closes a subtraction happens
and the void left after that closure is
usually filled with another source
of media (an addition) – more than
likely from a national news source
such as cable news, national newspapers or online news.
These national sources of news,
which are more available than ever,
are what causes “displaced” local
newspaper readers to experience
news that is more partisan and
acerbic in its essence. “When the
national news covers politics and
says, ‘of the two parties are so far
apart,’ or ‘oh they can’t get along
in Washington because there’s so
much gridlock,’ it makes people
more polarized,” Darr said. “That’s
less common in local papers.”
National news is still necessary
and important to read, Darr said,
but news consumers should be
mindful about the fact that conSee LINEBERRY Page 9
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Are we looking at what is becoming the United States of Amazon?
PETER W. WAGNER
N’West Iowa Review
April 1, 2019

Being part of a community – be it
a town, neighborhood, church or social/service organization – was just
about everyone’s desire when I was
growing up as the youngest of two
boys in a traditional family of four.
A dozen years later, when my
wife and I were starting our first
paper, I came to realize every town
needed five things to exist: a locally owned and managed bank willing to support civic endeavors, a
local school system with programs
and sporting events that brought
the people together, a community
newspaper to create consensus, at
least the semblance of retail stores
offering a good selection of the
everyday basics from groceries,
clothing, auto parts to greeting
cards and finally, because I live in
Northwest Iowa, a locally owned
and managed cooperative elevator.
But the times are changing.
Everything is becoming multi-location and regional. Few small-town
banks are still locally owned and
managed. Most large corporate
banking organizations are less interested in supporting local projects
such as the rebuilding of the aging
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suming nothing but national news
puts them at a greater likelihood to
feel and vote from a more polarized
perspective.
Consumers used to be able to get
their national news and local news
all in one package — the local paper, which would run wire stories
about national and state politics
and also provide its own local news
coverage in the same place.
That combination of balanced
local, state and national news
happens less now because national
news is so widely available and
because many newspaper bureaus
in D.C. and at statehouses around
the country have shuttered. This,
along with newspaper closures, has
eroded what Darr refers to as the
“local perspective.”
Looking ahead, Darr said he
would like to expand the study and
see if split-ticket voting happens
less in locations without a newspaper in state and local elections.
He said he anticipates that the polarization dynamic would be even

baseball field or the use of their
lobby for a charity bake sale.
Local K-to-12 schools have been
integrated with other nearby school
districts, and the “hometown”
football team has disappeared. The
excitement of Friday Night Lights
has drifted down the road, and so
has the weekly gathering of fans
and the exceptional local spending
that went with it.
Entire main streets have gone
the way of the earlier mentioned
local school. In many small towns
only a bar and a convenience store/
gas station exist for the purchase
of essentials such as milk, bread
and a six-pack of beer. Many small
communities are simply thankful
that a new Dollar Store recently
decided to build on the highway at
the edge of town.
What were once local cooperative
elevators have merged and remerged
over the last 10 years to eliminate
even the hint of competition.
And the nation’s newspapers,
with no community to support
them, are disappearing. It is reported that 1,800 have closed in the last
15 years. Newspapers reflect the vitality of the community they serve.
The problem with all of this is
the buyers, at least for the moment,
more apparent at both levels.
“Presidential and senate races
aren’t very local so the fact that we
found that big of an effect on those
races shows us that there’s probably
something even more powerful happening in local politics,” he said.
One takeaway from the current
study Darr said he hopes people
take away is this: Where people
get their news matters and impacts
them in more ways than they may
have previously thought.
“Where you get your news matters in terms of how you experience other people’s political views,”
Darr said. “How you experience
politics and what you hear about
and what you think is important is
going to be very different if you’re
consuming national news. And
when local news goes away, that’s
probably what you’re going to turn
to and it’s going to change the way
you see the political world.”

Fiscal, Environmental
Costs of Losing a
Newspaper

Artwork provided by Peter Wagner

Above are two samples of the currently-running series of 22 monthly
sponsored “community” packages that Peter Wagner refers to in this article’s jump on page 12. All 22 participating businesses are listed monthly on the strip along the left side of the page. All 22 pay $60 as one of the
sponsors, and all 22 sponsors will be featured during one of the months.
Two additional studies within
the last year have found that there
are other consequences citizens
face when they do not have a newspaper servicing their community.
One consequence of newspapers
closing is that the cost of running
local government increases, leaving taxpayers to foot the bill for a
government that will be run less
efficiently.
As reported in the last edition of
Virginia’s Press, the study “Financing Dies in Darkness? The Impact
of Newspaper Closures on Public
Finance,” by professors from the
University of Notre Dame and the
University of Illinois found that the
cost of borrowing money and running local government increases
when a local newspaper closes.
This happens because lenders see
cities without newspapers as “riskier borrowers” and therefore increase
interest rates on money borrowed
by cities and towns to fund public
projects. The cities are seen as risky
because lenders place a value on the
coverage newspapers provide and
how that coverage holds officials

accountable. Without the coverage
of a newspaper, lenders imply —
through higher lending rates — that
local officials could act more reckless in their decision making.
“Local newspapers provide
monitoring and deterrence roles
of the local government, and hold
the local government accountable,”
said Paul Gao, lead researcher on
the article and professor at Notre
Dame. “Without local newspapers,
government is less efficient in general, including managing projects
financed by the municipal bonds.”
The second consequence that
has been published in a study this
past fall is environmental.
A researcher at Stockholm
School of Economics found by
analyzing data from the Environmental Protection Agency that
newspapers play a role in helping
reduce plant-based toxic emissions.
The study, “Press and leaks: Do
newspapers reduce toxic emissions?” found that when a newspaper covers emissions by facilities
in its area, emitters are 29 percent
more likely to take steps to curb

depend more on the internet rather
than local suppliers for everything
from prepared boxed meals to
online college degrees to buying
a new car. I can understand the
magic and power in all this online
buying, but it will surely lead to a
smaller “community.”
There was a time when shopping
for groceries or a new dress was a
social experience. Two shoppers
would bump into each other while
working their way down aisle three
or headed for the dressing room
and stop to catch up, share a recipe
or two or plan to meet for coffee.
Just a few years ago there was a
time when a trip to the elevator included a visit with the counterman
about anything and everything
from the weather to the upcoming
election. Now everything is ordered
from the elevator by email.
Once, when a family thought it
was time to buy a new car it was
the center of every conversation.
They’d discuss the pros and cons
with extended family or those
gathered around the table at the
local café. Now it’s possible to
order the car on the internet and
have it delivered to your door just
See WAGNER Page 12
emissions than those who are not
covered by a newspaper.
The reason newspapers can
potentially help reduce emissions is
largely the same reason they help
keep the costs of local government lower — the coverage papers
provide hold people in power
accountable and make their actions
publicly known.

RECENTLY CHANGED
YOUR RATES,
AD SPECIFICATIONS or
PUBLICATION DAYS?
Don’t forget to update your
Tennessee Press Service
team!
It’s as simple as emailing the
new info to Earl Goodman

egoodman@tnpress.com
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and fall of Sun and Stax. The
decline and revival of Beale Street
and Downtown. The growth and
struggles of the city and county,
suburbs and neighborhoods. The
emergence of Holiday Inn, FedEx,
AutoZone and St. Jude.
Reporters and photographers
covered ice storms, tornadoes and
hurricanes, droughts and floods.
Elections and public meetings,
scandals and triumphs, changing
demographics, fortunes and times.
Grades and scores, births and
deaths – and comings and goings,
including this one.

Two buildings, two eras
Over the decades, 495 adapted
and adjusted to seismic shifts in
technology, ownership, competition
and consumer habits.
It moved from letterpress to
offset to offsite printing. Hot type to
cold type. Typesetters and typewriters to computers and laptops.
Switchboards to smartphones.
Paper boys to email blasts. One set
of buildings to another.
The original building was a
five-story Ford assembly plant for
Model T’s, which at one point sold
for $495. It was converted into a
newspaper assembly plant in 1933,
expanded in 1949 and 1961, then
demolished in 1978.
“The paper’s present home
covers two acres of floor space,
and trains bring the great rolls of
newsprint right to the pressroom,”
the legendary Scripps Howard
correspondent Ernie Pyle wrote in
1940. “And I don’t mean the trains
come up alongside the building
and unload. They come right into
the building.”
In its place rose a cavernous
production building that started
humming in 1975, and a classy,
glassy, five-story office building
that came to life on Oct. 13, 1977.
“The most modern newspaper
plant in the United States,” Ralph
Eary, national production manager
for Scripps Howard newspapers,
declared when he toured the new
buildings in 1977.
The two buildings represented
two eras of the 20th century newspaper business.
“The old building was the real
newspaper,” said Jimmie Covington, who started as an intern in
1961 and spent the next 48 years
working various beats as a reporter. “The new building felt more like
an insurance company, very clean

and quiet.”
Too clean and quiet for some.
“You could hear the presses running, feel the vibrations in the old
building,” said Otis Sanford, who
started as a copy clerk in 1973 and
became a reporter and eventually managing editor. “You’d hear
the ‘ding, ding, ding’ when news
bulletins came over the teletype. It
sounded like a newspaper.”
It acted like one, too.
“At the old building, reporters
would file in around 5 p.m. to write
for the first edition, then they’d
go across the street to the press
club and get a beer and something
to eat,” said Jerome Wright, who
became a copy clerk in 1971 and
worked his way up to reporter and
eventually editorial page editor.
“Then they’d come back and
write a story for the final edition,” he said. “The new building
was nice, but it sort of killed the
rowdiness of the place. It wasn’t as
rip-roaring.”
Old 495 had its drawbacks, the
din and the dim. Lights were 16
feet above the floor. Radiators
hissed. Presses roared. Parking was
tight. The elevator didn’t always
make it to the fifth floor. Towels in
the restrooms were reams of blank
newsprint.
Staffers, especially those on the
fifth floor near the west-facing windows, would be dripping wet on
summer afternoons and shivering
on winter mornings. The air was
thick with smoke, from cigarettes
and pipes and the occasional fire.
More than once, David Bloom,
The CA’s legendary sports editor,
accidentally set his column on fire.
“Copy paper was coarse, brittle
and not flame-resistant,” said Bobby Hall, a sportswriter for nearly
40 years. “We’d hear some kind of
‘Oh, (expletive)’ commotion, then
we’d see him frantically slapping
the flames with his hands, hat
or anything that was close by to
preserve the column.”
The new building had central
heat and air, carpeted floors, brandnew desks, gaudy but cushy orange
chairs that didn’t squeak or break,
quieter electric typewriters and
computer keyboards, a new phone
system that didn’t require an outside line, more elevators, restrooms
and light. Smoking was banned.
But new 495 had its own drawbacks.
“When we made the move to
the new building, copy editors
had our own desks, but our
‘insurance office’ was too bright,”
said Carol Sheehan, a copy editor

from 1965-2005.
“We had a nice, if not blinding,
view to the north through the
glass wall, but when the winds
got heavy, it was unnerving to see
that wall of glass undulating. No
radiators to hiss in the new place
but watch your head for whatever
toxic solution might be coming
through the ceiling panels from the
fourth floor.”
The new building ushered in a
new era of newspaper publishing.
“As we moved into the new
building, the staff already was
becoming more educated and
professional,” said Walter Veazey,
who rose from copy boy in 1961 to
tri-state editor. “More of them were
married and had kids at home. The
quality of the journalism went up,
but a lot of the fun went out.”

Last men standing
Warren Funk and Gerald French
are the last men standing at 495,
the only two who have worked
there since the new building
opened in 1977.
Funk worked in the old building,
advancing from a composing room
copy boy in 1961 to the company’s
general counsel. He hired French,
a carpenter, to help get the new
building ready.
“I was only supposed to be here
about three months,” French said.
“You shouldn’t have done such a
good job,” Funk said.
The two men know more about
495 than anyone. They’ve seen
every nook and cranny, every
space and face in the building from
the basement to the roof. They see
and hear things that aren’t there
anymore.
The long line of black cars that
formed in the front parking lot on
Fridays – funeral home representatives arriving to place death notices
in the Sunday paper.
A woman so determined to place
a want ad in the paper, she climbed
over a snow-covered mound of dirt
that blocked the front door before
the old building was razed.
Stacks of cash and bags of
quarters brought in the building by
carriers every Friday. “There were
times we had $1 million cash in
here,” Funk said.
The team of classified ad sellers
who worked the phones till late at
night, dropping each order form on
a conveyor belt so they could keep
taking calls.
The artists and illustrators,
printers and engravers, copy clerks
and cartoonists, electricians and

plumbers, telephone operators, cashiers, credit union employees and
countless others whose jobs were
eliminated by changing times and
technologies.
“This place used to be a madhouse,” French said. “Every floor
was buzzing with activity day
and night, even the basement. You
remember the fish frys?”
They remember the fish frys and
wild game dinners hosted in the
basement by Henry Reynolds, the
CA’s outdoors writer. “You name it,
Henry cooked it – deer, turtle, bear.
It was so good,” Funk said.
The countless retirement cakes
baked by future Germantown
Mayor Sharon Goldsworthy, whose
husband, Jim, manned the copy
desk for many years.
The food on the fourth floor –
the Subway, which was convenient
but never matched the hot-food
cafeteria that featured Miss Alma’s
Hoppin’ John Tuesdays and fried
chicken Fridays.
The printers’ coffee on the fourth
floor, which operated on the coffee
can honor system. It was so strong
wags wondered if it was just leftover ink.
The fifth-floor storage area,
which once held so many decades
of back issues, the concrete floor
cracked. The pneumatic tubes that
delivered copy and ads and photos
and page proofs from floor to floor.
They know why there’s only one
window in the building that opens:
the one CA editor Mike Grehl demanded in his third-floor office.
And why there’s only one window on the building’s west wall:
the one business manager Joe Williams demanded in his second-floor
office.
“I don’t know why (Press-Scimitar editor) Milton Britten didn’t
demand a special window,” French
said as he walked around Britten’s
old, spacious and empty office on
the northwest corner of the fifth
floor.
“He already had the best view in
the building.” Funk said.

Visiting dignitaries
When Michael Donahue was
a child, his dad would drive the
family to 495. They’d stand on the
sidewalk next to the building, look
through the front windows and
watch the papers rolling on the
printing press.
“I remember my dad also taking
my brother, Tom, and I to visit Cal
Alley, the cartoonist, in his office,”
said Donahue, who grew up to be-

come a reporter and feature writer
for both newspapers for more than
40 years.
“The old building reminded me
of old newspaper offices in movies
from the 1930s and 40s like ‘The
Front Page’ and ‘His Girl Friday.’
The lunchroom actually was a
small diner with booths and a
counter with bar stools.”
For a few days in 2007, the new
building was used as a movie set
for “Nothing but the Truth,” a drama starring Angela Bassett, Alan
Alda and others. The producers
installed new lights, flat-screen TVs
and a glass-encased office to the
newsroom.
“Before they started filming, I
asked one of the producers what
it was going to be like because we
still had to put out a newspaper
every day,” said Louis Graham,
who worked for The Commercial
Appeal for 38 years, the last four as
editor. “He said it was going to be
like a tsunami hit the newsroom.
And it was.”
Hollywood stars weren’t the only
celebrities who visited 495.
There was the day first lady
Hillary Clinton got stuck in the
elevator.
“The Secret Service agents pried
open the door. I think they had her
out in less than a minute,” French
said.
And the day President George
H.W. Bush stood on a stage on
the front lawn to congratulate the
newspaper for its “Thousand Points
of Light” series. “The Secret Service
had snipers on the roof,” Funk said.
There were visits by astronaut
John Glenn, boxing champ Muhammad Ali, Dear Abby’s Abigail Van
Buren, child star Justin Timberlake
and countless elected officials from
Al Gore Sr. to Al Gore Jr.
“When (former U.S. Sen.) Howard Baker used to visit, he’d get off
elevator and head back to where
the photographers worked,” said
Dave Darnell, a photographer from
1965-2011. “He was a pretty good
photographer and he loved to talk
shop with us.”
Staffers remember Zippy the
Chimp roller-skating through
the newsroom in a cowboy suit
to promote Libertyland. Jimmy
Dean delivering sausages. Morgan
Freeman picking up supplies for a
teacher friend of his.
They remember the giant
Garfield on the roof at Christmastime. And the day legendary editor
Angus McEachran threw Santa out
See MEMPHIS Page 11
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Take inventory of and then expand your bucket of newsmakers
Editors and reporters routinely
ask themselves: Is your content
relevant to your readers? Are the
names and faces in your news
pages connecting with the broad
spectrum of everyday readers?
As a first step, here’s a periodic
action item for every newsroom:
Convene a brainstorming session
and ask reporters to identify the
community newsmakers. Better
yet, divvy up newspapers from the
last several weeks and circle the
names and faces in the text and
photos.
Then identify those folks who
appear with some regularity.
Several individuals are likely to be
on the list, no matter the community: for example, the mayor and
city council president; the superintendent and school board chair;
the county’s chief administrator
and the county board chair; local
legislators; the heads of key local
commissions and task forces.
You get the drift. Newsrooms by
and large do a commendable job of
writing for the source, especially
when it comes to public affairs
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of the newsroom.
“Christmas was approaching
and Angus was known to be a
stickler for avoiding public relations freebies,” said Robert Cohen,
a photographer from 1989-1999.
“Somehow Santa and his elves
made their way to the third floor
and began handing out goodies in
the newsroom. Angus stormed out
of his office and barked for them
to leave.”
Then there was the July day in
1954 when a woman from Sun Records brought a 19-year-old Humes
High graduate named Elvis Presley
to the building to meet Edwin
Howard, the Press-Scimitar’s arts
and entertainment columnist for
decades.
“The boy’s hair looked as if it
had been cut by a lawn mower, but
the trademarks were already there
– flat top, duck tail and sideburns,”
Howard wrote in 1977. “He was
shy, and except for ‘Yes sir’ and ‘No
sir’ let (the Sun Records rep) do all
the talking.”

Relocation, relocation,
relocation
Glenn Edwards worked on all

COMMUNITY
NEWSROOM
SUCCESS
JIM PUMARLO
reporting. Public officials speak,
and their statements are recorded.
They issue press releases. They are
fixtures in many photo ops. What
they say and do indeed warrant
attention.
At the same time, newspapers
are shortchanging their readers –
their customers – if they do not expand their definition of and explore
the range of newsmakers.
So set aside time to consciously
identify all the players in community conversations.
For example, consider a city
council debate over whether to
provide tax incentives for a big-box
retailer to anchor a new strip mall
on the edge of town. Go beyond

six floors of the current building,
including the basement.
She started on the third floor as
an assistant to the managing editor
in 1982.
She worked for accounting on
the second floor (“everyone kept
their voices much lower”), then
on the first floor where she gave
out paychecks and took cash from
customers.
She moved to the basement
where she was purchasing manager (“My favorite job and floor. They
left me alone to do my work”).
She rose to the fourth floor to
work for operations manager Steve
Tome (“Smartest man I ever met”),
then to the fifth floor to become
finance manager.
She finally returned to the second
floor, where she was executive assistant for four company presidents
until she retired earlier this year.
In her travels, Edwards watched
every floor be renovated and repurposed many times.
Part of the first floor was a break
room, then a credit union.
The fifth floor was the home of
the Press-Scimitar, then the CA’s
sports department, then some
marketing and finance offices, and
eventually commercialappeal.com.
The fourth floor was a produc-

the public hearings at City Hall.
Will the discount store strengthen
the city as a regional retail center?
What’s the anticipated impact
on downtown retail merchants?
Explore the experiences of similar
developments in other towns. Consider a man-on-the-street interview.
Gaining these perspectives will
enrich the community conversation
on this important decision. In addition, the stories provide new faces
and names beyond the traditional
newsmakers.
Today’s challenging media landscape demands that editors and
reporters thoroughly examine their
coverage and ask the question: Are
we relevant to our readers in every
edition? Are our print and digital
platforms dominated by the same
set of newsmakers, or are we digging beneath the surface to identify
the broader cast of characters?
Are we writing our stories for the
individuals at the top, or tail end, of
the news pyramid without giving
proper attention to everyone else
whose perspectives collectively represent the full dynamics of a story?

Regularly asking these questions
is more important than ever if you
are to connect with your readers.
The exercise of scrutinizing
coverage goes beyond examining
the meetings and decisions of local
government bodies. Editors and
reporters should regularly brainstorm all aspects of everyday coverage. It can be as easy as tracking
down and inserting other voices
beyond what is provided in a press
release or presented at an event.
Here’s a challenge for the next
time your staff is brainstorming
coverage for a story of community
significance. Reporters are certain
to rattle off the usual lineup of
individuals to solicit perspectives.
Some may be appropriate and,
indeed, mandatory, to contact. But
don’t adjourn your session until
you’ve come up with at least a
handful of individuals who rarely,
if ever, are mentioned in your
newspaper. Make it a priority to
seek their opinions.
To that end, expand the conversation. Invite other members of the
newspaper family to participate;

Photo by Brad Vest, The Commercial Appeal, Memphis

Former staff members of The Commercial Appeal, Memphis, were given
one final tour of the newspaper’s building during a sendoff gathering at
495 Union in May.
tion space where dozens of composers and engravers turned pages
into aluminum plates. Eventually,
it became a Subway restaurant,
then a conference room.
From time to time, Edwards herself added some personal touches.
She and her husband turned part of
the fourth floor into Cafe CA. They

painted the walls with sea sponges
and built flower boxes for faux
windows.
“I just wanted everyone to have
a nice, pretty place to sit and eat
together,” she said. “This was a
home away from home for so many
people for so long.”
Beginning Monday (May 13),

the employees across your newspaper operations often represent an
excellent cross-section of the community. For bigger news projects,
convene a roundtable of selected
residents and solicit their ideas.
Expanding your bucket of newsmakers is all about going beyond
the story that is served on the
platter. Make no mistake, digging
beneath the surface takes legwork
– and produces long-term benefits.
The enhanced coverage is more
interesting, and you’ll likely pick
up some new readers.
Jim Pumarlo writes, speaks and
provides training on Community
Newsroom Success Strategies. His
is author of “Journalism Primer: A
Guide to Community News Coverage
for Beginning and Veteran Journalists,” “Votes and Quotes: A Guide to
Outstanding Election Coverage,” and
“Bad News and Good Judgment:
A Guide to Reporting on Sensitive
Issues in a Small-Town Newspaper.”
He can be contacted at www.pumarlo.com and welcomes comments and
questions at jim@pumarlo.com.

The Commercial Appeal once again
was to have a new home away
from home.
495 was the sixth Memphis
location for the Press-Scimitar,
whose homes included the Scimitar
Building at Third and Madison,
now home to Hotel Napoleon.
It also was the sixth Memphis
location for The Commercial
Appeal, whose homes included the
old Appeal Building at Main and
Jefferson, now site of the Renaissance Apartments.
495 was designed by Walk Jones
and Francis Mah to employ 1,500
people at two daily newspapers
that operated 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, 365 days a year for
decades.
It was built to hold four two-anda-half story modern offset presses,
store tons of ink and hundreds of
tons of newsprint, accept a rail line
and dispatch hundreds of trucks,
to produce and deliver 2 million
papers a week to customers in five
states.
The newest location is designed
for a smaller, high-tech, digital-age
operation that can deliver local
news, information and advertising
instantly around the world.
Farewell, 495 Union. Hello, 119
S. Main.
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Holocaust survivor speaks about experience, indifference to injustice
BRANDON PAYKAMIAN
Johnson City Press
March 13, 2019

Before World War II, Shelly
Weiner and her cousin Raya
Kizhnerman were living a normal
childhood, playing with their
friends and enjoying time with
their family.
But that normal childhood
disappeared forever when the
Nazis arrived in the town of Rivne,
Ukraine, then a part of Poland.
After the war broke out in 1939,
Weiner, then 4, and Kizhnerman,
then 5, were living in the country’s
eastern region occupied by the
Soviet Union.
Before the Germans invaded in
the summer of 1941, there were
25,000 Jewish people living in
their area. By the time the Soviets
liberated the town in 1944, there
were about 100.
On Wednesday, March 13, Weiner, who now lives in Greensboro,
N.C., spoke to students from Greeneville and the surrounding region
about her experiences during the
Holocaust. Her talk was part of the
annual East Tennessee Holocaust
Conference, held at First Baptist
Church in conjunction Greeneville
City Schools and Greene County
Schools.
The first thing Weiner recalled
was the day the Nazis entered the
town.
“How do I remember that day?
I was very excited because our
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a few days later. In many cases
this and other factors have left
entire counties without a single
car dealer to provide the follow-up
care or service.
Bookstores have all but disappeared and so have “record” shops.
The abundance of streaming
services are cutting deeply into
the working capital of bigger city
television stations.
As for newspapers, they were
the first writers of local history.
Newspapers were, and still are, the
original social media.
The local paper disseminated
news of the happy and caring
times from births to who had
Sunday dinner at whose house to
weddings. They were the source for

mother was packing us up to go on
vacation. It was summertime, and
then everything stopped, and the
adults started whispering in very
quiet voices,” she said.
The two cousins learned early
on to be very afraid of the Nazis
shortly after they ordered all the
Jewish men in town to “report for
work relocation.”
But Weiner’s family knew this
was not where they would be going, so they went into hiding. One
day, Nazi officials came looking for
them, and they took Kizhnerman’s
father.
“One day, when we were out
there, we saw four of these men in
a jeep in the brownshirt uniforms
stopping at our neighbor’s. We ran
in and told the adults. All the men
ran behind to the hiding place, and
the women cleaned up, but my
uncle, Raya’s father, remained,” she
said. “The next thing I remember
is these men burst in, they locked
the door and wouldn’t let us leave
that room. They proceeded to beat
my uncle.
“By that time, I knew I was very
afraid of these men.”
Between 1941 and 1942, thousands of Jewish residents were
rounded up and shot. Many local
residents assisted in the Nazis’
efforts to find and murder Jewish
residents, Weiner recalled.
“I did see people get killed on
a daily basis on the street and left
lying there,” she said.
the weekly update of who was ill,
where the fund-raiser was going to
be that weekend and what exciting
new things there were to see, do
and eat.
More importantly, the local
paper delivers balanced, credible
news and shopping opportunities
to the majority of the community,
not just the few that are friends on
some store’s Facebook list.
If we can bank online, order
any piece of clothing online, get an
education online, vote online, order
our groceries, insurance and new
car online, what happens to our
community?
Will we, as a society, all look
back one day and see social media
was the start of the decline of society and not beginning of a “brave,
new world”?

Photo by Brandon Paykamian, Johnson City Press

Shelly Weiner tells approximately 2,000 students how she and her
cousin survived Nazi attempts to eliminate all the Jewish people in her
hometown, now part of Ukraine.
“I was scared. You realize very
quickly that these are bad people
that want to hurt you,” she later
continued. “We heard people
being captured in the woods,
we heard them being tortured.
It’s amazing how, even at a very
young age like 4 or 5, you can
pick that up and know that these
people want to hurt you.”
With Kizhnerman’s father taken
and killed by the Nazis and Weiner’s father drafted into the Soviet
army, the two girls had only their
mothers. They were eventually able

to find refuge with the Palaschuk
family, farmers in the neighboring village of Myatin who were
appalled by the results of the Nazi
occupation.
“I have often wondered how
the Palaschuk family had such
strength and bravery to do what
they did — to hide us, four people — when they knew that the
punishment would be death for
them and their children,” she said
in a video before talking directly to
students.
“I am not sure how I would react

So, what can we, the publishers
of newspapers and shoppers do to
change the trend locally?
Here in Sheldon, we are publishing a series of 22 monthly
process-color pages promoting
the value of “community.” Each
ad features a local, highly visible,
spokesperson sharing the featured
firm’s history, unique offerings
and services, connection to and
commitment to Sheldon.
The story is written by a staff
writer and approved by the client
before it is published. All 22 participating businesses are listed monthly
on the strip along the left side of the
page. All 22 pay $60.00 as one of
the sponsors. There is no additional
charge the month the company is
featured. The promotion, just one
of many focused on community

building that we currently have
running in our various publications,
has been well accepted. It will
produce $27,720 in revenue over the
22-month schedule.
Looking for good local sales
training for your paper or group, or
for a direct-to-the-point program to
recommend to your group or press
association manager? Contact Peter
W. Wagner at (cell) 712-348-3550 or
pww@iowainforamtion.com.
Peter W. Wagner is founder and
publisher of the award-winning
N’West Iowa REVIEW and 13 additional publications. This free monthly GET REAL newsletter is written
exclusively for state and national
press associations and distributed by
them to their members. To get Wagner’s free PAPER DOLLARS email

in the same situation. I don’t think
many of us know how we would
react.”
After a local resident tipped
off the Nazis, the Gestapo came
looking for them. They had to hide
in the wheat field nearby for three
days with nothing to eat or drink.
After that close call, they had to
hide in the underground bunker
the farm used to store wheat. Weiner said the conditions were horrible
— there were rats everywhere.
By the time Weiner and her
cousin were out of hiding, the two
had to learn how to walk again.
After such a long time hiding and
often hunkering down, the two had
sores on their bodies, and Weiner
recalled having to shave her head
after coming out of hiding to get
rid of lice that had been on her for
years.
After Weiner told her story,
students asked questions about
her experiences and reflections on
them.
After losing so many from her
family through the war and Holocaust, she said she wished they
were still alive so she could have
grown up later in life with a family.
And there was one other thing
she wishes was different.
“The Holocaust happened
because good people did nothing.
Good people just stood by and let it
happen,” she said. “I would like for
people to have been more involved
to stop it.”
newsletter for publishers, editors
and sales managers, email him at
pww@iowainformation.com. The
two monthly email newsletters contain information completely different
than found in Wagner’s monthly
Publisher’s Auxiliary column.

Showcase Submissions
TPA members are encouraged
to submit stories to be featured
in this monthly Showcase
space. Share your best work for
other TPA publishers, editors
and reporters to see. Each submitted story should include at
least one photo and cutline as
well as an editor’s introduction.
Send submissions to editor@
tnpress.com.

